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Heidi’s Book 
We need three new 

cameras for our 
free, monthly DVD 

project.

DVD Project
56,000 and counting! 
That is the number 
of DVD’s that have 

been sent out, 
completely free of 
charge, to any and 

all who ask for them. 

Hope for Health
We have added two 

additional phone 
lines for all the calls 
to the health center.

T he book is finally here! We only have a 
limited supply so get yours early. We 
have had several calls from students and 

college professors waiting for the book. Don’t 
delay in getting your own copy. Satan is going to 
be very angry when 
this truth gets sent 
all over the world!

Hopefully one 
day we will get Hei-
di to sit down for 
an interview that 
we will tape, and he 
can explain what the 
Lord brought him 
through to get this book in print. There were 
more miracles that you might imagine.

On one of our DVD’s we will have an inter-
view with Heidi and will ask some of the more 
pertinent questions about the book and why it is 
so important to Seventh-day Adventists. We may 
ultimately put a DVD in with the book about that 
interview and his experiences that led up to his 
writing, and especially the harrowing experi-
ences and miraculous interventions of the Lord 
that enabled this volume to be printed. 

Please call 1-800-468-7886 today to order your 
copy of this “must have” book!

H e i d i ’ s  B o o k

“And I 

saw another 

angel fly in the midst of 

heaven, having the everlasting gospel 

to preach unto them that dwell on the earth.”

Revelation 14:6.



508
538

1798
1843

Source Book
(Preliminary)

by
Heidi Heiks

Heidi Heiks has produced a most timely study on the historical/prophetic dimensions 
of these four years. In some respects it is an original contribution, anchoring with great 
scholarly precision the reliability of the significance of these four dates.
It will be a great read, not only for fellow scholars across the academic landscape, but 
equally so for the thoughtful layperson that enjoys documentation that guarantees 
deeper assurance in critical biblical study. It surely will not compete with anything 
else on the market.
Anyone familiar with historical research will be gratified with the author’s care and 
devotion to unvarnished facts. Perhaps someone somewhere will take issue with some 
aspect of this research. But if so, he would have to demolish the brick-by-brick structure 
that the author has constructed—and that seems to be an unlikely achievement.
I was especially grateful for his writing style—his force, careful transitions, and absence of 
pretentiousness. This is an unexpected achievement in the world of scholarship.
I predict that many teachers and pastors will use this small book as a basis for many 
church-sponsored study groups. I can’t imagine an Adventist church that will overlook the 
power flowing through these pages.
One of the most impressive features that makes this book so timely and relevant is the 
linkage of the historical facts with the biblical anchorage and Ellen White’s commentary. I 
found this three-fold connection to be rewarding and gratifying—not because I had hoped 
to find it so, but to see how deep this linkage is. I find the author’s treatment of Daniel 
11:40-45 most interesting. Along with others, at this time at least, I will have to wait a little 
longer to see how prophecy blends into history.
Many good men and women have supported the century-old interpretation that the “daily”

refers to paganism, rather than the papacy. They have seen, for them, good reasons for this position. However, it seems to me that 
they will find this understanding worthy of further consideration.
I am a wiser man after reading this book, not only for clearer reasons to see validity in 508, 538, 1798 and 1843, but also for the careful 
details describing the temporary demise of the papacy in 1798.

         Herbert Edgar Douglass, Th.D.
         Professor, Pacific Union College
         President, Atlantic Union College
         Associate editor, Review and Herald
         Vice President, Pacific Press Publishing Association
         Lincoln Hills, California

Heidi Heiks has supplied us an excellent survey of the historical resources that relate to the prophetic dates for the start of the 
1260/1290-day prophecies. He has delved into the primary sources in a way that few have done before him. It should be of assistance 
to all who study the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation from the standpoint of the historicist interpretation.

         William H. Shea, Ph.D.
         Former associate, Biblical Research Institute
         Former professor, Andrews University

I firmly believe that this book is one of the few books, outside of inspired ones, that have to be in every Seventh-day Adventist 
Christian library. It is an absolute “must read” for all of us.

         Joe Olson
         Executive Director, Hope International

Availability will be February 22, 2007.  Hardcover, BEHH-5085 $24.95
Prices do not include shipping, handling or taxes.

To order, call 1-800-468-7884
or visit our website and click on the catalog tab

www.hopeint.org

N e w  B o o k  t o  b e  R e l e a s e d  S o o n !

Hope International
P.O. Box 220

Knoxville, IL  61448
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56,000 and counting! That is the number of DVD’s that 
have been sent out, completely free of charge, to 
any and all who ask for them. When we started this 

project, we were unsure of how it would be received, but the Lord has made it 
abundantly clear that this is His doing, and marvelous it is!

When the project first began, we simply had a message and nothing else. Then 
we graduated to a more professional beginning and ending and some text to read 
at the end. Then we added the name of the speaker at the bottom of the screen. 
Then we put some ads at the end for health products and books.

Now we have a “special music” for each DVD. In addition we have a children’s 
story. We have also included a health presentation. On top of that, we have 
started “Cooking with Hope” which will feature a short cooking program to help 
everyone get the training they need to become vegetarian, and ultimately, vegan. 
That way they can always pop in the DVD and watch it again if they couldn’t 
remember some aspect of the program. We will also include a printed recipe card 
in the DVD case when it is sent out.

We have had non-Adventists calling to ask if they could be put on the mail-
ing list! They asked if being non-Adventist disqualified them for receiving the 
DVD’s. How exciting! The Lord is opening the door and we are going through 
it. One woman, when we told her of the program, said that maybe this was one 
of the “simple means” that God will use to finish His work.

The beautiful thing about the DVD’s is that they are in the home, much like 
a book. It’s hard to argue with a DVD. And with the additional features, there 
is a lot more to draw the interest. We have already seen the results, and it is very 
apparent that this is the direction the Lord would have us go.

D V D
PROJECT
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You can help! As you know, the DVD’s are sent 
out for free. We can send out as many as we have 
money for. We send out the DVD’s demanding 
nothing in return. However, as good stewards, we 
cannot send them indefinitely to someone with no 
interest. There are so many more to reach!

If the Lord puts it upon your heart, please help 
us with your tithes and 

offerings that we may reach thousands more in a 
very short time. Right now the Lord is opening the 
door wide, it is up to us to take advantage of the 
opportunity and “gird up our loins” and work while 
it is yet day. Now, with this new venue, we can reach 
tens of thousands each month where before we 
could reach several hundreds. And almost everyone 
would rather “watch” something that “read” it. We 
cannot physically go to each place to preach to them, and not everyone has a 
“dish” or satellite, but almost everyone has a TV and a DVD player.

Please use the envelope in this newsletter and help us finish the work!
Thank you.
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A s you know, we are 
beginning to feature 
a cooking segment in 
each of our “Cooking 

with Hope” DVDs’. We would like to 
invite each one of you to send in your 
favorite, (or several favorites) recipes 
for us to try. We know that we have no 
corner on the market when it comes to 
good, healthy recipes, and we encour-
age each one to send in their best. We 
will try to feature at least one recipe 
each month, and state who sent it in 
and where they are from.

We have very godly counsel in 
respect to diet and cooking. We have 
included a few choice ones below:

“Let us never bear a testimony against health reform by failing to use 
wholesome, palatable food in place of the harmful articles of diet that we 
have discarded.” Counsels on Health, 136.

“I have received instruction in regard to the use of flesh meat in our sani-
tariums. Flesh meat should be excluded from the diet, and its place should 
be supplied by wholesome, palatable food, prepared in such a way as to be 
appetizing.” Counsels on Diet and Foods, 289.

“The diet reform should be progressive. As disease in animals increases, 
the use of milk and eggs will become more and more unsafe. An effort 
should be made to supply their place with other things that are healthful and 
inexpensive. The people everywhere should be taught how to cook without 
milk and eggs, so far as possible, and yet have their food wholesome and 
palatable.” Counsels on Diet and Foods, 365.

Did you notice the recurring theme in each of these quotes? The food is 
to be “palatable.” Palatable means it should taste good.  How can we help 
others to eat more healthfully if the food we offer tastes like cardboard, or 
worse?

R e c i p e s
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“ P r i n t i n g ”  P r a i s e !We want recipes that are “proven” in the field.  In other words, your 
non-Adventist friends and family members like them. There are excellent, 
palatable recipes out there without a lot of sugar or oil or cheese and we look 
forward to receiving yours! 

Please send in your recipe to:
Cooking with Hope

c/o: Hope International
P.O. Box 220

Knoxville, IL 61448
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We just have to share what the 
Lord has done for us and to give 
Him all the glory, for indeed, 

“great things He hath done!”
Recently, the owners of the printing 

company; you know, the ones who were do-
ing all of our work for free?, emailed and said 
that they had figured up the costs of the 

printing they had done for us, and that it was 
over $100,000! What a HUGE blessing! You 

have to remember that we put all of the money we 
receive right back into the work. There are no bonuses, no stock options, 
we have no retirement plan, or even a health plan; it all goes into the work. 
Do you have any idea how many souls we were able to reach because 
of the Christian spirit that these people have manifested? To God be 
ALL the glory!

We want to go on record again thanking these wonderful people for 
their generosity and their love for God, for us, and the work we are doing 

here at Hope International. We know that God has, and will bless them 
beyond measure, but the greatest blessing is yet to come in hearing those 
wonderful words from Jesus’ lips, “Well done, good and faithful servant, 
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord.” And when they are there, imagine 
again if you will, the redeemed, which will come to them and thank them for 
the part they played in bringing them “home.” Nothing here on this earth 
can compare to what we will experience then. Hallelujah!

“ P r i n t i n g ”  P r a i s e !
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The Living Bible
His name is Bill. He has wild hair, wears a T-shirt with holes in it, jeans, and no 
shoes. This was literally his wardrobe for his entire four years of college. He is 
brilliant, kind of profound and very, very bright. He became a Christian while 
attending college.
 
Across the street from the campus is a very conservative church with a well-
dressed congregation. They want to develop a ministry to the students, but are 
unsure how to go about it.
 
One day Bill decides to go there.  He walks in with no shoes, just jeans, T-
shirt and wild hair. The service has already started and Bill starts down the aisle 
looking for a seat.
 
The church is completely packed and he can’t find a seat.  By now, people are 
really looking a bit uncomfortable, but no one says anything. Bill gets closer 
and closer and closer to the pulpit, and when he realizes there are no seats, he 
just squats down right on the carpet. By now the people are really uptight, and 
the tension in the air is thick.
 
About this time, the minister realizes that from way at the back of the  
church, a deacon is slowly making his way toward Bill. Now the deacon is in his 
eighties, has silver-gray hair, and a three-piece suit. A godly man, very elegant, 
very dignified, very courtly. He walks with a cane and, as he starts walking toward 
this boy, everyone is saying to themselves that you can’t blame him for what he’s 
going to do.
 
How can you expect a man of his age and of his background to understand some 
college kid on the floor? It takes a long time for the man to reach the boy. The 
church is utterly silent except for the clicking of the man’s cane. All eyes are 
focused on him. You can’t even hear anyone breathing. The minister can’t even 
preach the sermon until the deacon does what he has to do.
 
And now they see this elderly man drop his cane on the floor. With great difficulty, he 
lowers himself and sits down next to Bill and worships with him so he won’t be alone. 
 
Everyone chokes up with emotion.  When the minister gains control, he says,  
“What I’m about to preach, you will never remember. What you have just seen, 
you will never forget.”  “Be careful how you live. You may be the only Bible 
some people will ever read!”
 
     Submitted by Janice Sinclair
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Tithe
Hope 

International 
does not 

solicit tithes; 
however we are 
a tithe-worthy 

organization and 
accept tithes. 

We use the tithe 
only for the 

gospel ministry. 
Donations 
designated 

“Gospel 
Ministry” will 
be considered 

tithe.

The Heavenly Audit
 

I dreamed one night a vision strange,
an audit, if you please:

I found myself before the Lord,
and felt quite ill at ease.

I saw a room with walls of glass,
like some computer screen:

There God portrayed for all to see
my contribution scene.

It showed when I was just a lad
where every dollar went:

Then it declared down through the 
years all money ever spent.

God showed the universe the facts;
I could not then deny

How selfish I had often been:
no use to tell a lie.

The tithe I should have given back
to Him was plainly shown:
It was so clear to everyone;

it all was clearly known.
But I awoke with awful start

and then I realized
That I still had another chance

to change and grasp God’s prize.
My giving motives now have changed;

I’m thankful for reprieve:
In gratitude for what He’s done,

I gladly now believe.
He understands the reasons why

I spend each plain red cent:
So help me Lord to faithful be;

my past I do repent.
 

REL
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We were the only family with 
children in the restaurant. 
I sat Erik in a high chair 
and noticed everyone 

was quietly sitting and talking. Sud-
denly, Erik squealed with glee and said, 
“Hi.” He pounded his fat baby hands 
on the highchair tray. His eyes were 
crinkled in laughter and his mouth was 
bared in a toothless grin, as he wriggled 
and giggled with merriment.

I looked around and saw the source 
of his merriment. It was a man whose 
pants were baggy with a zipper at half-
mast and his toes poked out of would-
be shoes. His shirt was dirty and his hair 
was uncombed and unwashed.

His whiskers were too short to be called a beard and his nose was so varicose 
it looked like a road map. We were too far from him to smell, but I was sure he 
smelled. His hands waved and flapped on loose wrists. “Hi there, baby; Hi there, 
big boy. I see ya, buster!” the man said to Erik. My husband and I exchanged 
looks, “What do we do?” Erik continued to laugh and answer, “Hi.” Everyone in 
the restaurant noticed and looked at us and then at the man. The old geezer was 
creating a nuisance with my beautiful baby. Our meal came and the man began 
shouting from across the room, “Do ya patty 
cake? Do you know peek-a-boo? Hey, look, 
he knows peek-a-boo.”

Nobody thought the old man was cute. 
He was obviously drunk. My husband 
and I were embarrassed. We ate in 
silence; all except for Erik, who was 
running through his repertoire for 
the admiring skid row bum, who 
in turn, reciprocated with his 
cute comments. We finally got 
through the meal and headed 
for the door. My husband 
went to pay the check 

A  B a b y ’ s
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and told me to meet him in the 
parking lot.

The old man sat poised be-
tween me and the door. “Lord, 
just let me out of here before 
he speaks to me or Erik,” I 
prayed. As I drew closer to the 
man, I turned my back trying to 
sidestep him and avoid any air 
he might be breathing. As I did, 
Erik leaned over my arm, reach-
ing with both arms in a baby’s 
“pick-me-up” position. Before 
I could stop him, Erik had pro-
pelled himself from my arms to the man’s.

Suddenly a very old smelly man and a very young baby consummated their 
love and kinship. Erik, in an act of total trust, love, and submission laid his tiny 
head upon the man’s ragged shoulder. The man’s eyes closed, and I saw tears 
hover beneath his lashes. His aged hands full of grime, pain, and hard labor, 
cradled my baby’s bottom and stroked his back. No two beings have ever loved 
so deeply for so short a time. I stood awestruck. The old man rocked and cradled 
Erik in his arms and his eyes opened and set squarely on mine. He said in a firm 
commanding voice, “You take care of this baby.”

Somehow I managed, “I will,” from a throat that contained a stone. He pried 
Erik from his chest, lovingly and longingly, as though he were in pain. I received 
my baby, and the man said, “God bless you, ma’am, you’ve given me my Christmas 
gift.” I said nothing more than a muttered “thanks.”

With Erik in my arms, I ran for the car. My husband was wondering why I was 
crying and holding Erik so tightly, and why I was saying, “My God, my God, 
forgive me.” I had just witnessed Christ’s love shown through the innocence of 
a tiny child who saw no sin, who made no judgment; a child who saw a soul, and 
a mother who saw a suit of clothes. I was a Christian who was blind, holding a 
child who was not.

I felt it was God asking, “Are you willing to share your son for a moment?” when 
He shared His for all eternity. The ragged old man, unwittingly, had reminded 
me, “To enter the Kingdom of God, we must become as little children.” 

Submitted by Faith Lyons

H u g
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We have added two additional phone lines for all 
the calls to the health center. The Lord has 
graciously provided us with wonderful health 

professionals, and especially those with a willing 
heart to help others. We are constantly amassing more 
and new information about every disease and what the 
natural cures are for them.

If you are ill, if you have a friend who is ill, 
call our friendly, professional health center family 
and get the latest on natural health treatments. We 
provide this service for free! We have spent years on 
research and want to share the information with all 
who want a natural alternative for optimum health.

Call “Hope for Health” at 309-343-5853 from 8:00 
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a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CST Monday through Thursday and 
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon on Friday. We will be glad to 
help you with any questions you may have. Remember, 
there is no cost! This is a service we provide to 
help and reach others. Call now!

309-343-5853
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

 Toll-free order line: 800-468-7884

C-Blast
Stops Colds Dead!

 Suggested dose to increase immune function: 1 tablet with each meal (3 a day)
Suggested dose to fight off cold: 2 tablets with each meal (6 a day)

 $19.99 per bottle (90 caplets)

Why do I need a Vitamin C supplement?

Vitamin C is an essential nutrient not manufactured in the body, so it must be obtained through diet or 
supplements. Our hectic lifestyles can make eating healthy amounts of vitamin C-rich foods like fresh fruits 
and vegetables a challenge, but with a whole food supplement like our C – Blast, you’re sure to get the level of        
vitamin C you need! 
	 Years	of	scientific	research	prove	that	vitamin	C	influences	almost	every	body	function	and	is	an													
antioxidant	that	is	vital	to	tissue	growth	and	repair.	It	helps	to	prevent	and	fight	cancer	and	protects	against								
infection by enhancing immunity. In addition, it protects against blood clotting and bruising, enhances the       
production of antistress hormones, and assists in adrenal gland function.

Other benefits of our special-formula whole food C-Blast include:

 •Accelerating wound healing
•Assisting in reducing cholesterol levels and high blood pressure
•Aiding in the production of collagen to improve appearance of skin
•Acting as a strong antioxidant to slow aging and help maintain good health
•Regulating stress and energy levels
•Improving gastrointestinal health

You could be deficient in Vitamin C if you are suffering with:

•Low	resistance	to	colds	and	flu
•Exhaustion/weakness/you feel extra tired
•Difficulty	healing	
•Easy bruising 
•Fragile bones 

Be ready to protect your health with 

                           C-Blast!

•Anemia
•Muscle and joint pain
•Swollen, sore, or bleeding gums
•Loose and falling teeth
•Nervous	breakdown	(can	be	caused	by	extreme	deficiency)	
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Fem
Women’s rel ief  formula 

•Cramps
•Depression
•Irritability
•Irregular periods
•Hot Flashes

•Mood Swings
•Excessive Bleeding
•Fibroids
•Endometriosis
•Or other symptoms that accompany menstruation or menopause

Do you find yourself dreading that time of the month when life just doesn’t seem fair? Are 
you one of those women suffering from PMS, excessive bleeding, painful cramping, fibroids, or               
endometriosis? Maybe you are suffering from the onset of menopause with its hot flashes and other   
accompanying symptoms.

If you suffer from symptoms such as:

•Bloating
•Fatigue
•Backaches
•Headaches
•Constipation

Fem may be the answer you’ve been looking for!

Our herbal blend is formulated especially for womens’ needs and includes herbs such as:
Shepherd’s Purse: Very effective to stop bleeding and to reduce and shorten the menstrual flow. 
Cat’s Claw, Pau D’Arco, and Anamu:  Powerful anti-inflammatories to help reduce pain, fever, and swelling.
Dong Quai: A native Chinese herb used to ease menstrual symptoms.
Echinacea: Used to boost the immune system during this time of added stress.
Astragalus Root: Helps improve circulation, stop hot flashes, and reduce night sweats.
Golden Seal: Powerful antioxidant to help boost immune system, prevent cancer, and also helps treat urinary 
tract infections.

For the all-over bloated, achy, uncomfortable feelings, try Fem! 
Formulated for the time of the month when it’s needed most.

Suggested dosage for relief of menstrual or menopausal symptoms:
1 capsule with each meal
	 	 	 	 	 	 $12.99 per bottle (90 tablets)

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

  Toll-free order line: 800-468-7884
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Rene Noorbergen
Treasures of the Lost Races

As he did in Secrets of 
the Lost Races, the au-
thor shows how the most 
recent archaeological 
finds reveal clues to the 
lost history of the earth. 
Noorbergen is one of the 
few chroniclers of past 
civilizations who ap-
proaches with an open 
mind the existence of 

out-of-place artifacts – baffling relics that ap-
pear unexpectedly among ruins miles away 
from the civilization that produced them 
– with startling results. This is a fascinating 
read!

Paperback, 174 pages
BENR-TOLR   $10.99

Jere Franklin
You Can Survive!

If there were a plan 
whereby you could avoid 
most disasters, wouldn’t 
you want to know about 
it? This book provides 
a sincere and practical 
outline for survival and 
revival.  It will help you 
get ready for what is 
coming! You will read 

inspirational stories of faith!

Paperback, 425 pages
BEFJ-YCSU   $19.99
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